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Figure 1: Flaticulation is a method to laser cut joints that clutch two cut-in-place pieces at designated articulated angles. The
key is the special T-patterns on the shared edge of the two pieces. This method allows unfolded 3D polygonal models to be cut
and assembled easily as the joints hold pieces together and provide users haptic cues at the right angle. We use Flaticulation
to produce not only static objects such as polyhedrons with different numbers of faces and a low-poly bunny but also objects
with detent mechanisms such as a reconfigurable headphone and a mouse with detent buttons.

ABSTRACT
We present Flaticulation, a method to laser cut joints that clutch
two cut-in-place flat boards at designated articulated angles. We
discover special T-patterns added on the shared edge of two pieces
allowing them to be clutched at a bending angle. We analyze the
structure and propose a parametric model regarding the T-pattern
under laser cutting to predict the joint articulated angle.We validate
our proposed model by measuring real prototypes and conduct-
ing stress-strain analysis to understand their structural strength.
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Finally, we provide a user interface for our example applications, in-
cluding fast assembling unfolded 3D polygonal models and adding
detent mechanisms for functional objects such as a mouse and
reconfigurable objects such as a headphone.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Hardware→Emerging technologies; •Human-centered com-
puting → Interactive systems and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Laser cutting is one of the most popular fabrication methods for
personal fabrication and rapid prototyping. It fabricates faster than
3D printing while being more precise and with less yield loss than
milling. Users iterate their designs on 2D drawings and send them
to a laser cutter to cut readily prepared materials (medium-density
fiberboard (MDF), acrylic, ABS, etc.) into real pieces. Since laser
cutters only cut in 2D, forming complex 3D models requires extra
effort in designing mounting joints and hands-on assembling.

To facilitate fabrication of 3D objects using laser cutters, previous
works have provided interfaces to embed joints into designs [41] or
direct conversion from 3D models into various laser-cuttable plans
such as cubes [3, 4], mesh joinery [8, 21, 32], lamination [19, 36],
and kirigami/origami patterns [6] for easy hands-on assembling.
Various laser-cutting patterns have been introduced to ensure that
cut pieces can be properly assembled using the same laser-cut files
on different laser cutters regardless of their variant in the laser
cutting kerf, i.e., the burned-away material [26, 29]. Researchers
also have looked into nesting laser-cut pieces to facilitate fast hands-
on assembly [2], or using defocused laser to fold or weld materials
automatically without hands-on assembling [22, 36].

Among these techniques, joints such as finger joints, T-joints,
cross joints, and mesh joinery has been commonly incorporated
in many laser-cut designs [5, 29, 41]. However, these joints require
two pieces to be connected perpendicularly to be clutched tightly.
Otherwise, users have to use clamps or adhesives to temporarily
hold pieces at an angle before assembling their supporting parts.
In the meantime, these joints cannot be cut in place, i.e., the two
connecting pieces have to be laid out separately to prevent the laser
cutting kerf from losing the fit.

In this paper, we discover new joint patterns that enable two cut-
in-place pieces to be clutched together by just folding them to an
articulated angle, providing an easier way to assemble unfolded 3D
polygonal models and detent mechanisms to be added into laser-cut
objects.

1.1 Flaticulation
Flaticulation is a method to laser cut joints that clutch two cut-in-
place flat boards at designated articulated angles. The key to the
method is 2 types of special T-patterns as shown in Figure 2: (a)
<θ -T-pattern, which limits the boards from being folded more than
an angle θ . (b) >θ -T-pattern, which on the contrary, prevents the
boards from being folded back flat at an angle θ .

An articulated joint is formed by putting these 2 types of T-
patterns on a shared edge, as shown in Figure 3.With the constraints
from these 2 types, the two cut-in-place pieces can be clutched at
the articulated angle θ when simply folding them inward along the
edge. In addition, combining the >θ -T-pattern with the lattice hinge
results in a detent hinge, which has a detent right at the articulated
angle θ .

Flaticulation uses both articulated joints and detent hinges to
ease the assembling process of unfolded 3D polygonal models and
provide a new laser-cut detent mechanism. We provide a user in-
terface for Flaticulation and introduce it by walking through the
process of making a polygonal mouse that has click buttons out of
a laser cutter in the following section.

θ

(a) <θ -T-pattern.

θ

(b) >θ -T-pattern.

Figure 2: The 2 special T-patterns of Flaticulation.

Figure 3: Combining both <θ and >θ T-patterns results in an
articulated joint. Combining >θ-T-patterns with the lattice
hinge results in a detent hinge.

1.2 Using Flaticulation
Figure 4 shows the complete flow of making a mouse out of a
laser cutter using Flaticulation. The user starts by making a low-
poly mouse model in 3D modeling software. The user then loads
the model into our Flaticulation Rhino plugin (Figure 4a). Our
plugin automatically unfolds the model into a 2D laser-cuttable
plane while recording all articulated angles between all polygons
before unfolding. According to the recorded articulated angles,
customized laser cutter setting, and flattening settings, our plugin
adds corresponding articulated joints into the 2D plan. The user
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Figure 4: (a) Our Flaticulation Rhino plugin automatically unfolds a user-loaded 3Dmodel and adds corresponding articulated
joints on a 2D plan. (b) The user can manually select to use articulated joints or detent hinges and adjust the T-pattern param-
eters on new or existing edges. (c) The user laser cuts the final 2D plan and (d) assembles the model by folding and clutching
all pieces at the right angles. (e) The user clicks the button on the mouse to test the laser-cut detent.

examines the 2D plan and finds the button parts to add detent hinges.
After selecting one of the button edges, the user manually changes
the articulated joint to the detent hinge. The user further adjusts
the T-pattern parameters to tune the detent strength, starting and
stopping angles (Figure 4b). Finally, the user cuts the 2D plan on
an MDF using a laser cutter (Figure 4c) and finishes assembling
the clickable mouse by simply folding pieces to clutch at the right
angles (Figure 4d and e).

1.3 Contribution
The core contribution of this work is the 2 types of T-patterns
that allow 2 cut-in-place pieces to be clutched at an articulated
angle. Using these patterns, we derive laser-cuttable articulated
joints and detent hinges and wrap them as Flaticulation, a method
for fabricating pieces with articulated angles using laser cutting.
We further provide a user interface for Flaticulation that allows
users to produce easy-to-assemble laser-cut plans for 3D polygonal
objects with detent mechanisms. To support our core contribu-
tion, we conducted geometry analysis and sorted out a parametric
model regarding the laser cutting kerf for the laser-cut T-patterns
to clutch at the correct articulated angle. In addition, we evaluated
the angular error and the strength of articulated joints produced
by Flaticulation under different angles, stress directions, materials,

and thickness. Finally, we built example objects using Flaticula-
tion to showcase its use cases and gain insights into its potential
issues. Our contribution as a whole spans from the fundamental
understanding of our original method to its pragmatic use.

2 RELATEDWORK
Carpentry joinery, a part that joins two or more separated wood-
work pieces, has a long history in wooden constructions [14] as
well as art and crafts [33]. It is an ancient divide-and-conquer tech-
nique that allows people to build large and complex objects that
are difficult to produce in one piece by assembling small and sim-
ple pieces. Terrie Noll reviews joint techniques and provides a
detailed guide to carpentry joinery [23]. More knowledge of car-
pentry joinery has been compiled in recent years through more
building guides [10, 25]. Along with modern electrical tools such as
Dremel, less effort is required for people to make carpentry joinery
to build objects without glue or screws.

Researchers have also worked on the topological optimization
of joints in interlocking assemblies. DESIA [37], for example, is a
framework for designing interlocking assemblies that allow graph
analysis to be performed to optimize parts arrangement.MOCCA [38]
is another framework that optimizes cone joints for assemblies with
a variety of geometric forms. Researchers also have proposed a
way to decompose 3D models into small joining polygons while
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maintaining the model’s recognizable shape to ease the assem-
bling process [7]. These works bring in computational models into
carpentry joinery, making the computer a new tool that enables
people to design more efficient, more configurable, or more durable
interlocking objects with less trials and error.

With rocket-rising computation power and commercialization
of computer numeric control (CNC) machines such as 3D printers
and laser cutters, recent research has looked into providing user
interfaces that integrate with computational models for interactive
design. More factors in the interaction process such as fabrication
constraints from fabrication machines have been brought into con-
sideration, which has been called fabrication-aware design. We se-
lectively introduce works that are related to joint design as follows.
Yao et al. [40] propose an interactive joint design tool specifically
for 3D printed free-form decorative joints [21]. Digital joinery for
hybrid carpentry [20] proposes a user interface for carpenters to
create woodwork furniture combining 3D printed joints to support
oblique angles that are hard to achieve by traditional carpentry
joints. Tsugite [18] is a modeling interface designed for a 3-axis
CNC milling machine to create custom joints.

Fabrication-aware design not only appears in 3D printing, but
researchers also have looked into laser cutting as well. Due to the
2D nature of most laser cutting technology, it inherently requires
joinery to form 3D objects. Joinery [41] summarizes recent laser-
cut joints and proposes user interfaces to facilitate the fabrication
of 6 types of joints. Finger joint is one joinery that is commonly
used in laser-cutting. Since finger joints do not have articulated
angles, researchers have proposed using cubes as basic units to
form objects [3] More work has been put into overcoming the laser
cutting kerf that affects the fit of joinery [26, 29], and taking fast
and auto assembling into consideration in the process of converting
3D models to 2D laser-cut plans [2, 27, 28].

Another common joinery is to use planar cross-sections to in-
terlock laser-cut pieces. FlatFitFab [21] is an interactive interface
for creating a planar section model to be laser-cut and fabricated.
SketchChair [30] generates planar-cross-section chairs from a 2D
sketch. crdbrd [13] generates planar section laser-cut files from 3d
models. Mesh Joinery [8] proposes a technique to produce angular
planar cross-sections for 3D constructions. Schwartzburg et al. take
the geometric constraints imposed by fabrication and assembly and
the rigidity of the resulting structure into consideration to generate
planar-cross-section 2D plans from a 3D model.

Researchers also have proposed special processes such as fold-
ing [22] and stacking [36] for laser cutting assemblies. LamiFold [19]
presents a workflow to fabricate various mechanisms by stacking
and gluing laser-cut sheets. Special patterns have also been pro-
posed to formmeta-materials to approximate volumetric shapes [34].
Kirigami Haptic Swatches [6] create different button-press sensa-
tions using cut-and-fold techniques such as kirigami and origami.
Several techniques such as strained joint that uses surrogate folds [11]
have been proposed to make rigidly foldable origami using non-
compliant materials that have thickness [17]. Many approaches
such as using wood stripes [24], ribbon fabrics [31], thin spirals [39]
and auxetics [15, 16] have been used to compose 3D surfaces.

To summarize, in contrast to the aforementioned works, our
work discovers laser-cut joinery and formulates a fabrication-aware
method with a computational model for creating 3D objects by

directly unfolding the 3D model to a 2D plan and folding the cut-
in-place pieces back to articulated angles on one sheet of material.
Specifically, our method (1) has no extra computational model to
convert 3Dmodels to 2D cutting plans, (2) requires only one sheet of
material without stacking and heating, and (3) largely simplifies the
post-fabrication and assembling process by making pieces folding
in place in almost arbitrary angle compared to previous laser cutting
methods.

3 T-PATTERN GEOMETRY
Our method rests on the key contribution of 2 T-pattern geometries
that enable 2 cut-in-place pieces to be constrained at an angle when
folding inward (<θ -T-pattern) and outward (>θ -T-pattern) as shown
in Figure 2. In this section, we derive their parametric models from
the illustration of the T-pattern geometries as shown in Figure 5
respectively to predict the articulated angle and describe how they
accommodate articulated joints and detent hinges as shown in
Figure 3.

In short, the T-pattern creates a rotary latch at an articulated
angle. The key factors in determining the articulated angle θ are
the thickness T of the board, the neck length L of the pattern, and
the base displacement X relative to the shared pivot edge.

Figure 5a,b depict the geometries of <θ -T-pattern in the cases of
an acute and an obtuse angle respectively, which gives the following
equation:

X cosθ +T sinθ = L (1)
Figure 5c,d depict the geometries of >θ -T-pattern in the cases of

an acute and an obtuse angle respectively, which gives the following
equation:{
L = |T cscθ | for θ ≤ 90◦

L = |T cscθ | − Xext tanθ for θ > 90◦
and X = T cotθ + Xext

(2)
We should note that T and L are positive values, while the value

of X can be either positive or negative, meaning the direction of
the base displacement. Xext is the key factor that influences the
holding force of detent hinges and can be fine-tuned in our user
interface.

Moreover, the laser cutting kerf [35], i.e., the uneven burned
materials at the top and the bottom in the laser-cutting process as
shown in Figure 6, causes a position offset K and an angular offset
α . To compensate for the angular offset α , equation 1 is further
modified into:

X cos(θ + α) +T sin(θ + α) = L cosα +T sinα (3)
while in equation 2 θ is substituted by θ + α . Finally, we add extra
corrections to compensate for the position offset K and the folding
direction (mountain or valley) to obtain the final value Lc and Xc .
The correction detail is shown in Table A.1 of appendix A.

3.1 Determining Parameters
In practice, we designate the thickness T and the articulated angle
θ . We also assume that the kerf position offset K and the angular
offset α remain constant anywhere on the cutting board. That is, the
neck length L and the base displacement X are the two parameters
that have to be determined.
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Figure 5: The cross-sectional geometries of the 2 types of T-pattern in 2 folding ranges. For <θ-T-patterns in (a) and (b), we
assume that the two boards are folded perfectly along the shared edge and thus set the pivot point as the origin O of the
coordinate system with the x axis pointing away horizontally and the y axis pointing away vertically. At the moment when
the two boards are at the articulated angle θ , the head segment of the left board contacts the base segment of the right board,
i.e., AB intersects the point (X ,T ), and thus prevents folding more. Since the length of the perpendicular from the origin O

to AB is exactly L and the angle the perpendicular makes to the positive direction of the x-axis is θ , AB can be described in
the normal form as equation 1. For <θ-T-patterns in (c) and (d), they incorporate a cantilever beam to form a ratchet at the
head segment. The head segment deforms as the folding angle of the two boards approaches θ and then snaps at the angle θ ,
which then prevents them from being folded back to the flat position. The contact point of the head segment forms a right
triangle (△OCD or △OFE) with the pivot. This gives the equations L0 = |T cscθ | and X0 = T cotθ . However, the head segment only
touches at a point (C or F ) without snapping. To make the head segment collide and snap, we extend the base segment by Xext
for angles 0°∼90° in (c) and shorten the base segment by Xext for angles 90°∼180° in (d). Equation 2 includes this adjustment
and describes X and L that we use to provide proper contact and achieve the desired holding force.

K

α Top

Bottom

K

(b)

(a)

Figure 6: The laser cutting kerf affects the geometry in
Flaticulation. (a) We define the position offset K and the an-
gle offset α to describing the kerf. (b) The cross-sectional
view of the offset effect. Specifically, the kerf causes the con-
tact points of the boards to shift on the actual cut and in-
duces additional rotation. In the meantime, since the width
of the kerf at the top and the bottom differs, mountain folds
(convex) and valley folds (concave) cause different errors
that need to be considered separately.

It is trivial for >θ -T-pattern to get the exact pair of L and X by
solving equation 2. More specifically, we set Xext to be 0.3T sinθ ,
which worked the worked the best for MDF and acrylic sheets from
our empirical testing.

However, for <θ -T-pattern there are multiple solutions when
solving equation 3. Figure A.1a of appendix A plots the solution

space of equation 3 with regard to L, X and θ . As shown in the plot,
there are multiple combinations of L and X that achieve the same
angle (with the same color code on the curved surface).

In our implementation, we focus on reducing the size of the
pattern and find that the additional relation between L andX shown
in equation 4 works out the best to determine their values.

X =

{
T − L for θ ≤ 90◦

−L for θ > 90◦
(4)

From this parametric model, we find that large angles (θ > 150°)
require a very long neck. In addition, the kerf makes small folding
angles (θ < 7°) unachievable with our laser cutter. Figure A.1b
of appendix A shows our achieved angles θ relative to L under
equation 3 and 4 with T = 3 mm, K = 0.12 mm and α = 2.1° for
<θ -T-pattern.

3.2 Articulated Joints
We achieve articulated joints that interlock at desired angles by
lining <θ -T-pattern and >θ -T-pattern on a single edge. The <θ -T-
patterns stops the boards from further folding and the >θ -T-patterns
prevent it from going back to the flatten position, achieving torque
equilibrium.

For joints with θ in the range 0°∼90°, the 2 types of T-patterns
combined interlock the two pieces together, achieving force equi-
librium, as shown in Figure A.1c of appendix A. All 6 degrees of
freedom are consequently constrained, forming joints at the articu-
lated angle.

Joints with θ in the range of 90°∼180°, however, lack the holding
force from downward, thus requiring an extra lattice hinge to be
added along the edge to form the joint. The lattice hinge provides the
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force needed to hold the two pieces together while the T-patterns
clutches at the articulated angle to achieve torque equilibrium.

3.3 Detent Hinges
We achieve detent hinges by combining >θ -T-patterns and lattice
hinges. The detent is achieved with the cantilever beam working as
a ratchet. Figure A.1d of appendix A shows the torque-angle plot of
our example detent hinge, where ∆θ is the difference from the initial
position. The bump from ∆θ ∼ 3° to ∆θ ∼ 10° is the detent created
by the >θ -T-pattern. That is, the user feels the apparent change in
resistance when bending the pieces more than the articulated angle.
The force of the detent can be adjusted by changing the length of
Xext mentioned in section 3.

4 FLATICULATION USER INTERFACE
We provide a software interface for Flaticulation. Our software (1)
unfolds 2-manifold models, (2) adds the articulated joints between
connecting pieces using the articulated angles in the model, and (3)
allows adjusting joint types and parameters for each connection.
We implemented the software as a Rhinoceros plugin using Python
and Grasshopper. We used Trimesh [9] library for mesh flattening,
HumanUI for the interface, and GH_CPython [1] for integrating
Python functions into Grasshopper. Our software is open source
and can be found online at http://flaticulation.com/.

4.1 Unfold 2-Manifold Models
Our software unfolds a 3D model onto a 2D plan to be laser-cut us-
ing the strategy proposed by Haenselmann et al. [12]. This method
calculates the weights to determine the minimum spanning tree
of the mesh’s associated graph and thus only supports 2-manifold
models, which fits for one of the Flaticulation limitations. In addi-
tion, our software records polygons’ articulated angles and their
folding directions on their connecting edges while executing the
unfolding procedure for generating the right articulated joints by
default. The user interface for unfolding models, as shown in Fig-
ure 4a, provides the options for scaling the original model and
designating material thickness T , kerf offset K , and kerf angle α
for generation. Our software calculates the corresponding L and
X based on section 3.1 and repetitively fills the length of the edge
with the T-patterns by default.

4.2 Add Joints and Hinges
Our software also allows users to manually add joints or hinges
with desired settings onto each edge. That is, users can fine-tune the
unfolded 2D plan or create their custom 2D plans without building
3D models and apply Flaticulation. The user interface for adding
joints, as shown in Figure 7, appears when selecting an edge on
the 2D plan and provides the options for changing its joint types
(joint or detent hinge), articulated angle, and folding directions.
We also include advanced options such as the percentage of length
used for adding patterns, the width of small ‘tab’ [35] that prevents
fabricated objects from falling out while easy to break by folding,
and the stiffness of the hinge.

For detent hinges, there are more options for creating a normal
hinge and detent mechanism with and without a stopping angle.
As described in section 3.3, modifying the length of the parameter

Xext results in changes in the detent resistance. We, therefore, use
a multiplier of Xext (from 0 to 1, 0.5 by default) to specify the
stiffness of the detent. The higher the stiffness the more rigid the
detent becomes. Additionally, users can set the stopping angle to
the detent hinge, where an <θ -T-pattern is added to limit the range
the hinge can work at.

Figure 7: The Flaticulation user interface allows users to add
individual (a) articulated joints or (b) detent hinges besides
generating joints from 3D models automatically. (c) Users
can select a line segment at the desired location, (d) then the
corresponding pattern will be generated on the edge accord-
ing to the settings menu.

5 TECHNICAL EVALUATIONS
We conducted technical evaluations to gain deeper insight for prac-
tical use of Flaticulation. In particular, we evaluated the error of
the articulated angle and the strength of the articulated joints in
the following section.

5.1 Angular Error
To validate our parametric model of the articulated angles achieved
by the T-patterns in section 3, we cut 20 samples of a joint that was
designed to clutch at an angle and measured its actual clutched
angle. We photographed the joint horizontally using a telephoto
lens (35mm-Equivalent 216 mm) from their side and then measured
the angles digitally by putting the image in AutoCAD. We tested
5 different angles (30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°) with total 100 samples.
Figure 8 shows more details of the joint samples in the 5 articulated
angles. The fabricated 100 samples have an average error of -3.21°.

28.4° 55.8° 88.7° 113.6° 147.4°

30° Joint 60° Joint 90° Joint 120° Joint 150° Joint

Figure 8: The joint samples in 30°, 60°, 90°, 120° and 150°.
The respective min-max pairs are [26.1°, 29.9°], [49.4°, 65.5°],
[84.7°, 91.8°], [111.7°, 114.9°] and [144.6°, 149.0°]. The respec-
tive mean errors are −1.56°, −4.17°, −1.28°, −6.42° and −2.64°
(SD = 1.12, 4.83, 2.14, 0.73, 1.36).

http://flaticulation.com/
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5.2 Structural Strength
To evaluate the strength of the joints and gain more insight to
strengthen the joints, we first performed simulations using the
finite element method to understand the structure, then conducted
a stress-strain analysis using a tensile testing machine.

5.2.1 Simulation. We used Fusion 360 for the finite element analy-
sis. The simulation was set up by fixing one board by the edge and
applying a perpendicular load of 0.5 N on the other board with a
distance to the axis of 2 cm, creating a 1 N · cm torque. Figure 9
shows the simulation result of the stress distribution. As shown in
Figure 9a,c, the stress is concentrated at the base of the <θ -T-pattern
when being pushed down while being concentrated near the neck
of the >θ -T-pattern when being pulled up, which matches the actual
point of failure as shown in Figure 9b,d. These are locations that
should be reinforced if a stronger joint is needed.

Figure 9: The results of the stress distribution in our finite
element analysis and the actual points of failure under push-
ing (a,b) and pulling force (c,d).

We also compared the structural strength under different ma-
terial thicknesses and different widths of the T-patterns using the
finite element method. We ran simulations using (1) the material
thickness ranging from 3 mm to 12 mmwith the width fixed at 6mm
and (2) the width of individual T-pattern ranging from 6 mm to 24
mm with the thickness fixed at 3 mm. The load applied remains the
same, creating a 1 N · cm torque. Their corresponding maximum
stress in the structure is plotted in Figure 10. Our results show
that the maximum stress in the structure decreases as the material
becomes thicker or the width of the pattern increases, indicating
increasing structural strength and better distribution of the stress.
We did not test the interaction between the material thickness and
the pattern’s width. We should note that the spike when pushing
around 12 mm in Figure 10b is the correct simulation result from
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Figure 10: The maximum stress in the simulated structure
of the articulated joint decreases as (a) material thickness
increases or (b) width of the T-pattern increases.

Fusion 360. We suspected that the spike to be an exception in the
finite element analysis in Fusion 360 or the interaction of the certain
thickness.

5.2.2 Tensile Testing. We conducted the stress-strain analysis with
our computer-control tensile testing machine, shown in Figure 11.
The test piece is mounted on a multi-angle vise with one board
leveled. The load cell pushes/pulls against the test piece at a fixed
distance from the rotating axis (20 mm for pushing; 35 mm for
pulling) and lowers/rises at a rate of 1 mm/min. The force and the
time were recorded on the computer with a sampling rate of 3.4 Hz.
The distance for each data point was calculated from the time and
the final position measured from the caliper.

Figure 11: Stress-strain analysis apparatus. A load cell and
a caliper were mounted on a motorized tensile testing ma-
chine. A multi-angle vise clamps the test piece so that the
articulated joint is pushed/pulled perpendicularly.

We tested articulated joints on 3 mm thick acrylic at 60°, and
on 3 mm thick MDF with angles ranging from 10° to 160° with 10°
interval. Each joint was sampled twice: being pushed and being
pulled. Joints with articulated angles < 7° cannot be achieved due to
the laser-cut kerf, and joint with articulated angles > 160° requires
a very long neck, thus they were left out.
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Figure 12: Stress-strain curves of articulated jointswithMDF
and acrylic as the material.

We analyzed the stress-strain curves of the articulated joints
among different angles by focusing on 2 characteristics: (1) the
maximum stress and (2) the torsional stiffness. We measured the
maximum stress by recording the maximum reading of the load
cell until the test piece broke up or deformed over 40°. We derived
the torsional stiffness using the current torque over the current
deformation angle measured on the tensile testing machine. An
ideal joint should have high maximum stress and high stiffness
both during pushing and pulling.

Figure 12 shows the stress-strain curves of 60° articulated joints
of MDF and acrylic under pushing force. The linear part of the
stress-strain curve suggests the joint is in the elastic deformation
initially for both MDF and acrylic. The sudden drop marked ×

indicates the crack point. Acrylic appears to withstand a higher
load before starting to break. Although acrylic breaks at a higher
load, its brittle nature makes the articulated joint fail completely
after reaching that point. MDF on the other hand holds together
after the initial crack but becomes unstable afterward.

Figure 13 shows (a) the maximum stress and (b) the torsional
stiffness over a range of angles using MDF. We also highlighted the
overall minimum value among pushing and pulling using a dashed
line. The strength of the 40° articulated joint is the highest which
has the highest minimum value in both the maximum stress and
the torsional stiffness. We also found that the stiffness of joints

with angles less than 90° is generally higher than joints with angles
greater than 90°. From our empirical testing, we found that joints
should withstand at least 1.5 N-cm to be useful in practice. Joints
with angles less than 15° and from 90° to 103° fall below this region,
which are indicated by the red boxes in Figure 13a.

5.3 Summary
To sum up our evaluation results on MDF, we found that (1) the
articulated joint has an average of -3.21° angular error to its articu-
lated angle; (2) the thicker the material or the wider the T-pattern,
the stronger the articulated joint; (3) acrylic is stronger while MDF
sustains better; (4) articulated joints at different angles have differ-
ent strengths and could bear up to 34 N-cm of torque and 4 N-cm/°
torsional stiffness; (5) the 40° articulated joint has the highest mini-
mum value in both the maximum stress and the torsional stiffness;
(6) the joints with articulated angles from 0° to 15° and from 90° to
103° do not have sufficient strength and should not be used.

6 FLATICULATION OBJECTS
As shown in Figure 1, we made several objects to validate Flatic-
ulation and demonstrate its potential. The objects can be broadly
categorized into (1) 2-manifold models whose laser-cut plans are
generated from their 3D models by our software, (2) non-manifold
models whose laser-cut plans are crafted using our software, and (3)
functional objects with and without mechanisms. We show selected
functional objects in Figure 14 and put more details of all objects
we made in appendix B.

We made each of the 2-manifold models shown in Figure B.1
from a 3D model. We used our Flaticulation software to unfold the
3D model into a 2D plan with the articulated joints automatically
added according to the articulated angles on each of the edges.
As our current software does not handle overlapping pieces while
unfolding, we manually partitioned the overlapping parts in the
2D laser-cut plan or in the 3D model. In particular, the wolf had its
2D laser-cut plan manually partitioned since it had 3 overlapping
pieces after unfolding. The bunny, on the other hand, was done by
partitioning the 3D model into 6 parts before importing it into our
software to generate the laser-cut plan without overlapping pieces.
We combined the 6 unfolded plans and manually added connecting
joints between them.

Non-manifold models shown in Figure B.3 resemble origami
models that cannot be unfolded using their 3D models. We made
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Figure 14: Selected functional objects fabricated with Flaticulation. From left to right: computermouse with buttons that click;
an adjustable tripod; a headphone with a headband that can be tightened; a hook that can be folded flat when not in use.

these objects by directly sketching their 2D plan using our Flaticu-
lation software to add individual articulated joints. The outline of
each piece as well as the articulated angle on the connecting edge
were determined during our design process.

The mouse shown in Figure 14a uses our detent hinges to demon-
strate clicking. We (1) modeled the mouse hull in a 3D modeling
software, (2) unfolded the model in our user interface, (3) added
the detent hinges on the unfolded 2D plan, and then fabricated it.
We manually added the detent hinge on the 2D plan to avoid the
software wrongly unfolding the button part. We also ensured that
the other sides of the button part were completely cut off so that
the detent hinge was the only connecting edge.

We made our headphones (Figure 14b) and tripod (Figure 14c)
to demonstrate reconfigurable objects using our multi-stable artic-
ulated hinge. By lining multiple detent hinges with different detent
angles, the headband can be loosened or tightened by bending it
to different angles. The same as for the tripod. With each hinge
having 2 stable angles, the entire structure can be fixed on multiple
different configurations. We sketched the reconfigurable parts di-
rectly from scratch on a blank 2D plan and added articulated hinges,
then joined them with the static parts (earcups) unfolded from 3D
models.

Finally, by utilizing the <θ -T-pattern along with a lattice living
hinge, the <θ -T-pattern limits the swinging motion, resulting in a
simple foldable hook (Figure 14d). The hook is capable of hanging
more than 1 kg of weight. While we did not conduct a stress test
on the reversibility of the hinge, the hook could be folded back flat
and even bent over to the other side to a different angle.

To give an idea of the time to fabricate the models, we take our
mouse as an example and give our rough timing measurements.
Having 28 individual pieces, modeling took about 2 minutes (con-
verting from a 3D model and creating the button mechanism), laser
cutting took 7 minutes, and assembling took about 2 minutes.

7 DISCUSSION
Through our initial discovery, geometric analysis, software devel-
opment, technical evaluations, and building real objects, we have
gained a deeper understanding of the working principles and lim-
itations of our proposed method. While Flaticulation has not yet
achieved fabricating arbitrary 3D objects by 2D laser cutting their
unfolded 3D meshes, it takes a key step by enabling two cut-in-
place pieces to be joined at an articulated angle. In this section, we

discuss challenges with regard to building a more robust Flaticu-
lation system to enlighten the future space of 3D laser cut objects
and acknowledge potential failures in broader uses.

7.1 Mechanically Stabilized Unfolding
The current unfolding algorithm optimizes for the least number of
overlapping pieces and disregards other Flaticulation properties es-
pecially joint strength and error. By introducing our results of joint
strength and error as the new constraints, the unfolding algorithm
could play an important role in generating mechanically stabilized
Flaticulation objects. For example, since the 40° articulated joint
has the highest strength, the 3D model can be remeshed with the
highest weight on 40° articulated polygons. The gravitational force
should also be considered in the unfolding algorithm to achieve a
better mechanically stabilized structure. Integrating other joints
during unfolding, such as adding finger joints on edges that do not
have Flaticulation joints, could also stabilize the entire structure.
This can be done by adjusting the weighting of the mesh’s asso-
ciated graph accordingly when computing the minimal spanning
tree in the unfolding algorithm to decide the joints to be used.

7.2 Optimizing Repetition and Size
From our observations during the strength evaluation, we also
noticed that having repeating patterns on an edge increases the
strength and stiffness of the joint. That is, edge length also plays a
role in the strength of the joints as the wider the T-pattern or the
more repeating patterns along an edge, the stronger the joint is.
However, we made several attempts to conduct FEA on multiple
joints in Fusion 360 but did not get a successful pass yet. The
interaction of our joints seems to crash the simulation process.
More investigation is needed to figure out the correlation between
the number of repeating patterns and the width of the pattern to
optimize the size of the joint.

We also noticed that the head segments on the two sides of the
<θ -T-pattern do not have the same strength. Specifically shown in
Figure 15, location (a) is much weaker than location (b), especially
when |X | is small, i.e. joints with angles close to 90°.

By remixing the pattern, only keeping the 2 middle parts of
the <θ -T-pattern and replacing the outsides with >θ -T-pattern, as
shown in the right of Figure 15, the new articulated joint pattern
could be stronger and more space-efficient.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15: A stronger joint with a smaller profile might be
possible by rearranging the two T-patterns.

Our preliminary tests show that the new pattern arrangement
has similar strength while occupying less space, which allows more
repetition on edges of the same length, resulting in stronger joints.
With a smaller yet stronger joint, the assembled structure would
have better structural strength, giving users more freedom while
using Flaticulation.

7.3 Sorting Assembly Sequence
The models can be assembled by folding the joints in any order
most of the time. However, obstruction between the boards occurs
once in a while when fabricating non-convex shapes. Users should
be able to solve them intuitively by reversing a few steps (folds) for
most cases, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: The process of assembling parts that are blocked
due to assembly sequence: (a) The part does not have enough
clearance to be assembled due to assembly sequence. (b) Re-
verse the assembly by unfolding an articulated joint. (c) The
part that could not fit previously can then be placed hori-
zontally and folded to be assembled. (d) Finally, the reversed
step is folded back.

To further assist users with this problem, additional features
need to be added to the software. First, the locations where the
folding sequence must be considered need to be identified; this

can be achieved by simulating the assembly process and detecting
interference when folding. After being detected, a quick search
among different folding sequences should show a feasible folding
sequence to assemble boards. Finally, instructions for the feasible
folding sequence would be laser engraved onto the pieces to guide
users.

7.4 Computer-facilitated 2D Planning
The current software for the Flaticulation user interface cannot
handle overlapping pieces automatically, which then requires man-
ual partitioning of the 2D laser-cut plan or 3D model. Computer-
facilitated planning should be incorporated into the user interface
to suggest potential manual intervention so the workflow becomes
easier for users. Besides partitioning pieces to avoid overlaps, more
recommendations for creating a Flaticulation 2D plan from scratch
could also be possible by borrowing folding principles from origami.

7.5 Material Wear-off and Robustness
We should note that a more thorough evaluation regarding the
structural strength of the entire Flaticulation object is required,
especially those functional objects, to ensure their robustness. Since
Flaticulation joints must be clutched together, the linkage between
each piece has to be acyclic (tree structure), making each articulated
joint crucial when holding the entire structure. The overall structure
could be weaker because of the accumulating weights and poorly
chosen articulated joint edge, which become breakpoints in the
fabricated model.

Material wear-off is also a concern. By close inspection, the head
and base segment of the T-patterns, especially the >θ -T-pattern,
shows slight wear-off after multiple cycles of clutching and un-
clutching the articulated joints. This is also observed in the mech-
anisms of detent hinges. This does not affect static objects which
are assembled once. The wear-off, nonetheless, affects functional
objects. A complete investigation on the robustness of articulated
joint and detent hinge due to material wear-off is needed to have
long-lasting Flaticulation objects.

8 CONCLUSION
We have presented Flaticulation, a method to laser cut joints that
makes two cut-in-place flat boards clutch at articulated angles. We
have walked through our systematic development from our core
discovery—the 2 types of T-patterns to our fabrication-aware editor
for Flaticulation. We also have conducted a series of validations
including tensile testing and building actual objects. With Flaticu-
lation, we enable a more elegant way to fast assemble 3D polygon
models and detent mechanisms using one sheet of 2D laser cut
board. We see Flaticulation has a great potential to be broadly used
in creating 3D laser cut objects and computational origami.
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A IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Table A.1: Kerf correction terms for L and X under different folding directions and ranges.

Mountain Folds (Convex) Valley Folds (Concave)
0°∼90° 90°∼180° 0°∼90° 90°∼180°

<θ -T-pattern

{
Lc = L − K

Xc = X + K +T tanα

{
Lc = L − K

Xc = X + K +T tanα

{
Lc = L − K −T tanα
Xc = X +T tanα

{
Lc = L − K −T tanα
Xc = X + K +T tanα

>θ -T-pattern

{
Lc = L − K

Xc = X +T tanα

{
Lc = L − K

Xc = X + K −T tanα

{
Lc = L − K − 2 ×T tanα
Xc = X +T tanα

{
Lc = L − K − 2 ×T tanα
Xc = X + K +T tanα
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Figure A.1: (a) The solution space of <θ-T-pattern from equation 3 with regard to θ , L and X . Multiple L and X pairs result
in the same angle (the same color code). (b) With equation 3 and 4, the plot shows our achieved angle θ relative to L for the
<θ-T-pattern. The plot also shows the parameters with and without correction for the kerf, where K = 0.12 mm, α = 2.1° on
a 3 mm-thick board). (c) The 2 types of T-patterns combined form an articulated joints. The arrows illustrates the force each
component provides to achieve equilibrium. Force provided by <θ-T-pattern is indicated by red arrows, force provided by >θ-
T-pattern is indicated by magenta arrows; and blue arrows indicate force along edge between the boards. (d) The torque-angle
graph of the detent hinge, where ∆θ is the difference from the initial position.
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B FLATICULATION OBJECTS DETAILS

Figure B.1: Fabricated models of various 2-manifold models using Flaticulation along with the digital models and laser-cut
pieces before assembly.
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Figure B.2: Different configurations of the functional models with Flaticulation mechanisms and the laser-cut pieces before
assembly.
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Figure B.3: Fabricated non-manifold models (origami-like models) using Flaticulation along with the digital models and laser-
cut pieces before assembly.
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